
Human (Hadansi)
Hadansi are a sub-breed of humans literally bred for noble traits. They are very clannish, and look down upon other humans and less refined races.
Hacansls make up just 10% of the human population ofThe Wild Coast. They have bronze skin. dark eyes and hair, and are tall, intelligent, healthy,
and attractive. For an archetypical description, think Moorish Spaniards, although any Latin to Middle Eastern appearance might fit. The Hadansi
originally escaped religious persecution in their homeland of Ha-Sinanna. Their atheism was a sore affront to the passionate human and giant state
faith complex and were ordered to accept belief or be forever banished. Those who accepted banishment had ties to the Hadansi family and
assumed that racial name as they crossed the continent and settled in the central region of the western reaches. They established a series of
colonies in vicinity of what is now Sot'er and expanded north and south across the western wilderness, establishing themselves as rulers and
masters of The Wild Coast, playing the part they see as their destiny: warlords to the lost souls of their own territory. Hadansi in Ha-Slnanna have
been, for the most part, reabsorbed into the general human population there, having lost most of their distinct characteristics. There are a few
pockets, however, that have bred true. These are allowed to remain in their homeland as long as they demonstrate fealty to the church-state.

Defining Characteristics and Culture
Hadansis as a race do not believe in any gods or higher powers. Instead, they believe that each person controls his or her own destiny, and that
personal perfection and enlightenment is the ultimate goal of life. To draw closer to perfection, Hadanets engage in sanctioned marriages and breed
for children with desirable traits. Young men and women are tested upon their sixteenth birthday by the master genealogists of the Office of Pure
Lineage. A listed of approved potential marriage partners is then provided. Women who bear children from approved marriages receive stipends
from the Office of Pure Lineage. Affairs outside marriage are very common and looked upon as normal. Contraception generally prevents children
from such liaisons, although some Hadansi men who consort with "lesser races" sometimes ignore contraception (and, likewise, any resulting
children). Hadansls who fail to uphold the traditions, mores, and customs of the race are stricken from the Rolls of Pure Lineage and disinherited.
Their line will thus become obliterated and any children from their Lineage will be adopted into other Hadanst families pennamently. Worship or
advocacy of any god, faith, or religion is obvious grounds for removal of sanction. Refusal to recognize the decisions of the Office of Pure Lineage
or failing to tithe (10% of income gained) also draws frowns and may eventually cause the person to be stricken from the rolls. This distinctlalNful
behavior and interconnectedness is what brings a semblance of order to the otherwise chaotic regions of The Wild Coast, especially near the

citadels of the Hadansi clans.

Professions and Wealth
Haoansis who do not have adventuring classes are almost all aristocrats or experts with a mercantile focus. Those with adventuring classes tend
toward (in order of prestige): psion, psychic warrior (military officer or knight), monk, wizard, rogue (principally for the business applications of all
those skill points), and fighter (sergeants, specialist, and the like). Haoansle have a long tradition of seeking perfection and enlightenment through
meditation and the path of the monk. They usually feel that sorcerers are too undisciplined, and seldom try to unlock sorcerous powers by choice.
The incidence of psionic ability among Haoansfs is very high and something they greatly admire. Quite a few learn to use psionic powers, becoming
pslons or (somewhat less frequently) psychic warriors. Even those without the time or natural ability to use psionic powers study some elementary
psychic disciplines (psionic skills and feats). The psionic tattoo each Hadansi adult wears helps focus psychic energy and makes possible some
minor talents, like identification of other Hadansis, contraception, pain relief, increased memory and concentration ability (but not in combat) and
occasional empathy with other members of the race. Many Hadansls belong to large, wealthy families. They generally look out for one another and
make opportunities for others of their race. This makes the Hadansls quite wealthy in comparison to others. Most Hadansls are nobles, gentry,
rulers, leaders or merchant traders (who buy and sell goods, instead of making the products themselves). They tend to live well and keep to
themselves. Adults are required to donate 10% of all income to the Office of Pure Lineage to support research and breeding incentive programs.

Hadansi Racial Traits
Hadansis have all of the human racial traits from the Player's Handbook, PLUS the following mandatory modifiers:

+2 Intelligence, +2 Charisma: Hadansis are bred for intelligence and attractive, confident natures.
Psionic Race: Hadansls are naturally psionic, and gain 1 psionic power point at tst level. This does not allow them to manifest psionic powers
unless they take levels in a manifesting class, but does give them a psionic reserve and access to psionic feats.
Psionic Tattoo: Upon completing the Test of Pure Lineage at majority, each Hadansi man and woman is marked with a pelontcany active tattoo.
The specific figure and style vary with individual taste. The tattoo is powered by the person's own life energy and serves as a focus for several
minor powers. Specifically, the tattoo allows the Hadansi to identify other pure Hadansis within 30 ft. by concentration, and to tell if a Hadansi
of the opposite sex would be an approved mate. It allows the wearer to activate personal contraception, biofeedback-based pain relief, and
enhanced concentration. All of these abilities require a full round action (at least) to activate and are not considered useful in a combat
situation. The tattoo also serves as a universal identification and tracking tag, as deemed necessary by the Office of Pure Lineage.
Lack of Faith: Hadansis cannot be raised or resurrected from death by any means short of a wish. Those who have no faith may not benefit
from the faith of others. This is not a function of Ihe cleric's unwillingness to perform the ritual, but the deity's unwillingness to grant this favor
to the Hadansi. Hadansls can, however, benefit from a reincarnation spell, although this poses ethical issues for the druid and the deceased
Hadansf both. Very wealthy Hadansis sometimes make use of clones and astral seeds as a sort of insurance policy. Recognizing the
Haoansls' contempt for faith, many clerics politely refuse to aid Hadansls. Others cheerfully provide spellcasting, but at double or more of the
going rate to compensate for "difficulty in overcoming the lack of faith that helps power a spell."
Prohibited Classes: Hadansis cannot gain levels in any class that relies upon divine magic for spells or spell-like and supernatural abilities.
This includes the cleric, druid, and paladin classes. Hadansis can become rangers, but do not gain spellcasting ability. Hadansi rangers gain
other abilities in place of spells: Fast Movement (Ex) at 6th level (+10 base land speed in light or medium armor), Nature's Blessing (Su) at
11th level (use a standard action 10 add a +4 bonus to Constitution, Dexterity, or Wisdom score once per day for one minute per class level),
Healing Touch (Sp) at 13th level (use either neutralize poison or remove disease once per day as a caster of half the ranger's class level), and
Freedom of Movement (Sp) at 16th level (as the spell, once per day, as a caster of half the ranger's class level).
Automatic languages: High Hadansi, Common. High Hadansi is like Common, but reserved for Hadanet use and never taught to outsiders.

Favored Class: Psion.
Level Adjustment: +2.

Conversion and Expulsion
Rare individuals who become believers and convert to another faith may ignore the prohibited class restriction, but are stricken from the Rolls of
Pure Lineage, lose the power of their psionic tattoos, suffer a oS circumstance penalty on any interactions with pure Hadansis (who can detect
impure status through the lack of positive response from their own tattoos), and are still bound by the Lack of Faith racial restriction.



Lvi CR1 Ability Score Adjustments Special
1st 1 +2 Str, -2 Int, -2 Wis, -2 Cha Character class, darkvision 60 ft., +1 natural armor, armor discomfort
2nd 1 +2 Str Low-light vision, natural armor +2
3rd 2 +2 Con Natural armor +2, slams, armor discomfort -21+10%, simple weapon proficiencies
4th 2 +4 Str Natural armor +1, martial weapon proflclenctes
·An ogrillon that starts with an NPC class has a CR that's one less than what's listed, or 1/2 if the listed CR is 1.

Ogrillons
Where orcs and ogres neighbor, ogrillons are found. Orcs and ogres as easily fight with each other as trade and fight together against common
enemies. Orcs value ogre size and strength, and occasionally earn their respect through cunning and slightly higher intellect. Ogrillons are products
of a male ogre and female ore and are always sterile. They can be found among either race. Though they do not quite have the size of a half-ogre,
oqrillcns are typically stronger and more brutishl violent than their larger cousins. They are short-tempered and know only one solution to issues:
violence. They inherit volatile personality traits of orcs and ogres. Irs not that they don't understand non-violent solutions; they just don't believe
they work well or are much fun. Oqrillons love mayhem and chuckle merrily during a good fight. Combat is a favorite pastime, and out of combat
they are restless and troubled. Ogrillons are happy to fight simply for the love of destruction, but smart enough to know they can hire out their
services (usually to orcs), and often do so for gold. Other favored pastimes for ogrillons include fighting, feasting, drinking, wrestling, boasting,
drumming, fighting, wild dancing, and beating the living daylights out of others. Ogrillons are usually chaotic and evil. Ogrillons are almost always at
odds with the more civilized races of humans and halflings. Relations with elves and gnomes are worse due to ogrillons being orcs, sworn enemies
of elves, and giants, which have enmity to gnomes. Because dwarves have intense dislikes of orcs and giants, they usually attack ogrillons on
sight. Ogrillons typically get along with ogres and orcs; they can just as easily be at odds as enjoy each other's company. They are almost always
on good terms with orcs and are often approached by orcs when they need good fighters against some enemy. Ogrillons have no lands, most often
living with orcs. The rest live among ogres. 09rillons are the size of orcs, closely resembling them. They typically have black hair, lupine ears, and
reddish eyes. Alongside orcs, ogrillons can only be distinguished by a Spot check. (DC 20). Adult male ogritlons stand a little over 6 feet and weigh
about 270 pounds. Females are about 5 inches shorter and 40 pounds lighter. The most distinguishing feature that identifies ogrillons is the small
horn plates that cover their bodies. Choose names that are guttural and meant to intimidate from the ere lists (p. 18 of the Player's Handbook).
Ogrillons typically worship Gruumsh (orcs, war, territory), Vaprak (ogres, trolls), Erythnul (slaughter, panic), and/or Grolantor (hill giants, ettins,
ogres). It is also common for ogrillons to worship Annam (giants), and Hextor (tyranny, war, conflict, fitness), and for females to worship Hiatea
(female giants). They speak Ore and Giant, both of which borrow Dwarven script on rare occasions when someone writes something down.

Racial Traits
• +8 Strength, +2 Constitution, -2 Intelligence, -2 Wisdom, -2 Charisma.

• Medium size Giant (arc): Ogrillons have the giant type and ore subtype. For effects related to race, they are considered orcs and giants. Where
effects conflict, giant type supercedes ore subtype. Giant type grants tow-light vision and proficiency with simple and martial weapons. Base land
speed is 30 feet. arc subtype provides cerkvrsrcn to 60 feet.
Natural Weapons: 2 Slams (horn-reinforced fists; 1d4).

• Armor discomfort: Ogrillons are covered with horn plates which provide +6 natural armor bonus but makes wearing armor uncomfortable. They
(or any creature assuming ogrillon form) suffer an additional -2 to armor check penalties, attack rolls, and all skill checks that involve moving,
induding Ride when wearing armor. It also imposes an additional +10% to arcane spell failure chance.

• Automatic Languages: Common, Orc. Bonus Languages: Common, Dwerven, Giant, Gnoll, Goblin, Undercommon, Terran.
Favored Class: Barbarian.

• level Adjustment: +3.

Gender Height Modifier Weight Modifier Middle Age Old Venerable Max. Age
Male 4' 10" +2d12 180 lb. ,(2d6) lb. 25 38 50 +2d8 years
Female 4' 5" +2d12 140 lb. x (2d6) lb. ·At middle age, -1 to Str, Dex, and Con; +1 to lnt, Wis, and Chao

·At old age, ~2 to Str. Dex, and Con; +1 to Int, Wis, and Chao
Adulthood Simple Mod Complex ·At venerable age, -3 to Str, Dex, and Con; +1 to tnt. Wis, and Chao
12 years +1d3 +1d4 +2d4

Ogrillon Monster Class
The ogrilton monster class is for players with ogrillon characters that want to begin play at 1st level. An ogrillon must take all levels in the ogrillon
monster class (reaching his 4th effective character level) before taking his 2nd character level.

Racial Traits at 1st Level
Giant (Orc): Ogrillons have the giant type and the orc subtype. For all effects related to race, they are considered orcs and giants. Where effects
conflict, giant type supercedes orc subtype. Unlike other giants, ogrillons do not automatically gain low-light vision, or proficiencies with any
weapons based on type. An ogrillon starts with one levet in a character class, derkvlelon to 60 feet, and a +1 natural armor bonus. An ogrillon gains
low-light vision at 2nd level. An ogriHon's natural armor bonus increases by +2 at 2nd and Srd levels and by +1 at 4th level. An ogrillon gains
proficiency with all simple weapons at 3rd level and all martial weapons at 4th. An ogrillon gains two slam attacks (1d4) at 3rd level. An ogrillon
gains the listed ability score adjustments at the indicated levels.
Armor discomfort: Ogrillons are covered with horn plates which makes wearing armor uncomfortable. Ogrillons (or any creature assuming the
ogril1on form) suffer an additional -1 to armor check penalties, attack rolls, and all skill checks that involve moving, inclUding Ride when wearing
armor. It also imposes an additional +5% to arcane spell failure chance. At 3rd level the ogrillon's additional armor check penalties increases to-2
and the additional arcane spell failure chance increases to +10%.



Orog
I\lrdium-siu Humanoid
IIit nice: IdS
Inil;lllivc: +0
Speed: 30 feet
AC: 15 (chain shin +4, small metal shield +1)
Attacks: Slam +1 melee, or by melee weapon +1
I)lllllllgC: Slam td3, or by weapon (Iongsword Id8, longspear IdS, composite longbow Id6)
Face/ReacfuS ft. by SillS rt.
Spec!a! Allacks: None
Special Qualities: Darkvision.
Saves: Fort +4, Ref +0, Will -I
Abilities: SIr 12, Dex 10, Con 14, lnt 10, Wis 8, Cha 12
Skills: Hide +2, Listen +3, Move Silently +2, Spot +1
Feats: Alertness, Exotic Weapon Proficiency.
Climlllcfrerrllill: Any wilderness
Organization: Solitary, Pair (2), Band (2-5), Warband (5-20)
Chnllcngc Rating: 1/2
Treasure: Double Standard
Aliglllllent: usually Lawful Evil
Advancement: As Character Class

Orog arc humanoids, closely related to orcs, and more distantly to goblins and hobgoblins, but have not suffered from the dilution of their bloodlines by mixing
with goblinoids and giants-kin. Orog are fierce, proud warriors and deadly enemies, though not as brutish or belligerent as their cousins. Orog nurture a great
enmity for all things fey, elves and their kindred in particular. They husband their strength closely, waiting for the day when Gruumsh should see fit to recognize
them once again as the champions of their people and grant them dominion over the lesser races.

Orog features show a distinct relationship to their orcish brethren, but arc more refined, and their black eyes gleam with a dark imelligence. Orog males tend to be
between 6 and 6 Y2feel, with females only an inch or two shorter. While not as burly as orcs, orog arc well-muscled. Orog tend to be dark-skinned, ranging from
coal-black to dark grey 10 brown to reddish-brown, depending on their tribal affiliations. Eye color is black. Orog have dark hair, usually black, dark brown, or a
greenish black. Their hairline is somewhat receded, and often forms a widow's peak. The orog nose is broad and consists primarily of two nostrils, which some
have interpreted to be pig-like. Orog are liable to take offense at this description.

Although their numbers are miniscule today, the Orog were once a great threat to a variety of races, and some of these races have not forgotten the past. Orog
dominate any group of orcs they regularly deal with. Most orcs view orog with a mixture of dread and awe. Orog view half-orcs much as orcs or humans. Orog
hold great disdain for goblins, bur will dominate or enslave kobolds, or goblins. Hobgoblins, being stronger, more intelligent, end far bctterorganized, arc
considered a threat, one to be dealt with harshly when necessary. Humans arc considered clever and dangerous, and far too numerous for the comfort of orog.
Half-orog are not uncommon among orog slaves, but orcg mothers are expected offer up such half-breeds on the altars ofGruumsh.

While the race continues, orog civilization has been in decline for centuries. Where once they raised marvelous cities and Temples to the dark god Gruumsh, they
now rule over tribes of orcs. Once respected and feared for their prowess and feats, the orog are largely forgotten by humans. Occasionally relics of their former
dominion are uncovered in the wilderness and wastes, but the Orog themselves are rarely encountered, except during rare pilgrimages to forgotten shrines they
still tend. The chief deity of both orog and orcs is Gruumsh. The hand ofGruumsh is harsh, but orog accept this as a fact of their existence.

Orog speak the mother tongue of orcish, n'uur'rascht, N'uur'rascht has two forms, a glyphic script which is primarily used only by priests, wizards, and the
nobility, and a written form which uses its own alphabet, common among other members of orog classes. Orog disdain the degenerate language used by orcs, but
speak it perfectly when the need arises. Orog with an Intelligence of 10 or better speak Common and Goblin as well.

Adventurers: Orog adventurers are exceedingly rare. Most wandering orog are executed by rival races, such as humans or elves.

Orog as Characters
Orog almost exclusively progress as members ofa Character Class (the sample orog represents a typical orog warrior). Most orog are fighters or clerics, but some
are warriors or wizards, or more rarely rogues or sorcerers.

Orog Racial Traits
Orog receive a +2 bonus to Constitution and a -2 penalty to Wisdom. Orogs arc tough and resilient, but they lack the sensitivity and introspection of other

races.
Medium Size: As medium-sized creatures, orog have no special bonuses or penalties due to their size.
Orog base speed is 30 feet.

Darkvision: Orog can see in dark up to 60 feet. Darkvision is black-and-white only, but otherwise like normal sight, and orog function well with no light at
all.

Proficient with longs word, longspear, and shortspear. These are the traditionalweapons of war of the orog.
Ore Blood: For all special abilities and effects, an orog is considered an ore. Orcg, for example, can usc special orc weapons or magic items with racially

specific ore powers as if they were orcs. In fact, orcish weapons and magic items were usually forged by the orog themselves.
Orog receive a +2 racial bonus to Listen checks.
Sronecunntng: Orog were once keen cngineers and retain their sensitivity to construction, possessing the stollccunning ability, much like a dwarf. Orog havc

a +2 racial bonus to checks to notice unusual stonework, such as sliding walls, stoncwork traps, ncw construction, (even when built to match the old),
unsafc stone surfaces, shaky stone ceilings, etc. Something that isn't stone but disguised as stone also counts as unusual stonework. An orog that mercly
comes within 10 feet of unusual stonework can make a check as ifhc were actively searching, and an orog ean use thc Seareh skill to find stonework traps
as a rogue can.

• Favored Class: Fighter. Strength and power are the hallmarks oforog socicty, and the fighter class comes most easily to them. A multiclass crag's fighter
class docs not count when dctermining whethcr he suffers an XP penalty for multi-classing.



Half-Ogre

HALF-OGRE CHARACTERS
A half-ogre's favored class is barbarian, and half-ogre leaders tend to be barbarians. Half-ogre clerics worship Vaprak the Destroyer (favored
weapon: any club; can choose two of the following domains: Chaos, Destruction, and Evil), or an appropriate human deity. Most half-ogre
spellcasters. however, are adepts (see page 37 in the DUNGEON MASTER'S Guide). Half-ogre adepts favor spells that cause damage.

Medium-size Humanoid (Half.Ogre)
Hit Dice: 2d8+4 (13 hpJ
Initiative: +0
Speed: 20 ft. (hide armor); base 30 ft.
AC: 17 (+3 hide armor, +2 natura'.'+2 large wooden shield)
Attacks: Battleaxe +4 melee or Longspear +4 melee
Damage: Battleaxe 1d8+3 or Longspear 1d8+5
Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 fl./5 ft. (1011, wI Longspear)
Special Qualities: Darkvlslon 60 ft.
Saves: Fort +7, Ref +0, Will-1
Abilities: Str 17, Dex 10, Can 14, Int 9, Wis 9, Cha 8
Skills: Listen +2, Search +2, Spot +3
Feats: Great Fortitude
ClimatefTerraln: Any land and underground
Organization: Solitary, pair, gang (2-4) or band (2-20)
Challenge Rating: 1
Treasure: Standard
Alignment: Usually chaotic evil
Advancement: By character class

When adventuring companies journey into the wilderness they often run into ogres; big, ugly humanoids. Occasionally, an ogre party will include
one or two individuals that are a little shorter, but significantly smarter, wielding a weapon with more skill than might have been expected. They
have a better understanding of their opponents, and they grunt commands that anticipate the adventurers' moves. In this way half-breeds, the issue
of ogres and humans, earn the respect of their kind.

Half-ogres range from 7 to 8 feet in height and weigh from 315 to 425 pounds. Skin and hair color are variable, but tend toward brown, gray, black,
dull yellow (skin only), or any of the above with a slight gray-green tint. Their odor is noticeable, but it is not as overpowering as that of a full-
blooded ogre. The half-ogre traditionally wears heavy skins and furs, but rare individuals have the ability to make a shirt of chain-mail. Half-ogres
speak Common (more clearly and unimpeded than ogres), and Giant, and possibly Orclsn. They live about 110 years. Their sense of smell is better
than an ogre's, but it falls short of a human's.

Half-ogres have no society of their own. If they live with ogres, they are the quick-thinking members of the tribe, ever on their toes to prove
themselves worthy. If a half-ogre is reared in a human community, he learns to live with suspicion and fear, and often turns to a military or solitary
occupation. Occasionally, half-ogres join with half-orcs, crogs, ogrillons, and other humanoids. These communities are small (5-200 residents) and
usually isolated, but can appear in virtually any terrain. Half-ogres fill a middle niche - more powerful than half-orcs or orogs, but smarter than
ogrillons, trolls, and other humanoids. As a wncte, these communities are chaotic evn. with neutral tendencies stemming from the level of
cooperation necessary in a "halt-caste" situation. They prefer others of their own kind, and are tolerant of orcs and ogres. Enough of them have
human blood that they regard humans with neutrality. Indeed, chaotic evil humans often find their most enthusiastic followers in such a hybrid tribe.
They also tolerate monstrous humanoids such as trolls and giants, but all other races are treated with undisguised hostility. Hybrid settlements raid
civilized territories for prisoners and loot. A settlement may be found holding prisoners. It is also likely for treasure to be found in a hybrid camp.
Half-ogres are usually cheated out of most of their rightful treasure shares by the more cunning orogs and half-orcs. The half-ogre shares the ogre's
place in the ecosystem: that of a plague upon demihumans and humans, lusting for treasure and making neither crafts nor good labor. The
beginnings of half-ogre poetry have been around for many years, but it is exceptionally ugly and disturbing.

COMBAT
Half-ogres in combat are often found with full-blooded ogres. If so, the half-ogre will most likely be leading the ogre party. The ogres fight more
wisely when led. by a half-ogre that concentrates assaults on characters it recognizes as speucasters. and teaming up against skilled fighters.
Ambushes are better-planned and more carefully baited.

To earn command privileges, particularly when ogre leaders are present, a half-ogre must show himself quick to battle and fierce in combat.
Half-ogres are inclined to intimidate others. A broad, fang-filled smile and perhaps a slamming fist, often encourages an NPC to suddenly
remember appointments, or perhaps faint dead away. Kobolds will clutch their spears and cringe in unison when 7'6" of solid muscle smashes their
door to splinters and storms in; even larger monsters have serious reservations about attacking half-ogres. They will also terrify local human
populations into leaving a half-ogre and his companions alone.


